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Another authority that is sometimes said to support Shaw in re Pai*«
v. Gould is In re Paine1 which has already been discussed in
another connexion.2 The question there, it will be recalled, was
whether the children of W were legitimate for the purpose of a
disposition contained in an English will.
In 1875 W^ when domiciled in England, was married in Germany
to the widower of her deceased sister. At that date a marriage between
such persons was prohibited. The husband was held to have been domi-
ciled in Germany at the time of the ceremony. The parties cohabited
in England until the husband's death in 1919.
Bennett J. adopted the dual domicil doctrine of capacity3 and
held the three children of the union to be illegitimate, since
they had sprung from a void marriage. But, as in Shaw v.
Gould) the possibility that the children might be legitimate
according to the German law of their domicil of origin despite
the absence of lawful wedlock between their parents, was not
canvassed.4 The argument of counsel related solely to the
validity of the marriage, and the only authority cited either by
counsel or judge was Mette v. Mem* where the question was
not whether a child was legitimate, but whether a marriage in
Frankfurt between a man domiciled in England and his
deceased wife's sister, domiciled in Germany, revoked a will
that he had already made.6
However, despite all attempts to rationalize Shaw v. Gould, in re
the fact remains that until the decision of Romer J, in In re ffflf*'
Bischofsheim7 it was an embarrassing obstacle to the prevalent
judicial view8 that the legitimacy of a child is a matter for the
law of his domicil of origjn. This view, however, was translated   ^9.
into action in Bischoffsheiks Caie where the facts were these:
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In 1919 W_ was married in New York toJJ, the brother of her
leceased husband. It may be taken that at that time both parties were
domiciled in England. The marriage was void by English law, jnit
valid by the law of New~York. After they had acquired a domicil in
New Y orJc a son was born to them. The question was whether the son
1 [1940] CL 46.	2 Supra, pp. 315-16, 324.
3	Supra, pp. 314 et seqq.
4	Unless the full evidence is omitted from the reports, this was a somewhat
curious finding, for the husband was resident in England for a short time before
the marriage and remained resident there until his death forty-four years kter.
See the report of the case in 161 L.T. 266.
5	(1859), i Sw. and Tr. 416; supra, p. 323.
6	6 /. &T C.I.g. 212 (B. D. Inglis).	7 [1948] CL 79.
8 Supra, p. 417, note 3.

